NUDA  VERJTAS	3I?
He, knowing my circumstances, assured me that in Berlin I
would find a life of culture and art, and " we will look after
you."
When one is in danger of falling,.any hand outstretched
suffices to re-establish one's balance. New York with my
desperately rich friends was no longer liveable. I would go
where people were as poor as I myself and the contrasts would
be less vivid.
A half-truth of my dilemma was divulged in the presence of
Horace Liveright, my publisher, to a business friend of his.
They were surprised ; it had seemed to them that I was one of
the triumphantly  successful women workers.   They could
scarcely believe that the contrary was the case.   The trouble
was, they said, that I did not know how to " sell" myself.
Horace's friend said that if he had the management of me he
could "sell" me.   It was his way of expressing it.   He
sought around in his mind for an example and then: " Why
you are a well-known sculptor—why don't you put your
name to practical use ?   Here's an idea for you.   Get hold of
Jackie Coogan and do a head of him wearing the  ' Jackie
Coogan * cap, and have it reproduced by the million and sell
them to the hat shops to put in their windows.   The copy-
right of that would be worth thousands of dollars."
My heart of an artist sank right down into my boots. Bat
I was very desperate. For the children's sake I would have
descended to God knows what prostitution of my art. Tfee
man meant well. He had a genuine deske to help. He evea
" got on to " the subject, but only to discover that Jackie
Coogan in a cap had already been capitalized*
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" But there are plenty of other things to do/' he said, "fi$r
instance instead of that bust you did of Charlie Chaplin ttatjk';
unrecognizable to the average movie fan, why don't you ck? a^
small statuette of him, with his bowler hat and his boots fliflK
cane, and have it sold by the million in every
where his pictures are showing ? "   (" Oh, God/' I
Two weeks before sailing I got an order to go to
to do a bust.   All my expenses were paid.   I worked
hotel and never once went out.   I saw nothing of Ba
,but I did the bust.   Then came another request that I s

